OMD Year in Review
2020 will go down in history as one of the most disruptive years in modern times. With hardly any warning, billions of lives across every continent have been altered
forever, and we’ve had to adjust to the realities of the rapid transformation taking place across industry, economies & the media market. Through it all, OMD has been tracking
the trends & behaviors of our transforming world, providing a point of view on the implications for our people & our clients to ensure they have the latest information to make
Better decisions, faster. We published over 60 Rapid Response reports, tracking the pace of global change across subjects such as COVID-19, product updates and industry &
cultural events. This infographic provides a retrospective look at some of the key topics from this historical year.

Jan-15

Aug-21

Oct-07

iOS14 Launch:
The Anticipated
Impact on Media

US Election,
Global Disruptions

Impact of Google Chrome Changes

Dec-03

eMarketer projects around
$6.2 billion dollars would be
spent on political ads this
year, with over 80% of US
adults expected to be
exposed to disinformation
on social media platforms.

Apple announced launch of the
latest operating system, iOS14,
including new privacy changes.

Google announced cookie-less changes in new
Feb 4th release of Chrome.

COVID-19
Rapid Response Situational analysis
How media
consumption has
evolved over the
course of 2020.

Jun-12
Black Lives Matter

Feb-25

The death of George
Floyd sparked protests
in over 140 cities from
Brooklyn and Bogota
to Turkey and Tokyo,
elevating how brands
are placing diversity
& inclusion on their
business agenda.

Campaign’s Future of TV Summit
As TV viewing figures rose (Italy; +54%), we evolved
the blend of addressable options that enable more
targeted opportunities for different audiences,
across different devices and platforms.

Apr-03

Nov-23
Maximizing e-commerce
success: Singles' Day, Black
Friday, Cyber Monday, the
Holiday Season and beyond

COVID-19 Rapid Response –
Act Fast
61% said how well a brand
responds to the crisis will have a
huge impact on likelihood to buy
from that company in the future.

Sep-15

Jul-10

Source: INDEXSP: .INX

Steep rises in e-commerce have
been driven by behaviorial
changes across all demographics
in all countries, such as Thailand
seeing a significant 81% growth
YoY from 2019.

#StopHateForProfit
Week of Action Announced

Brand Responsibility Momentum
Grows Globally

The #StopHateForProfit coalition
focused on getting Facebook to
commit 5% of their annual revenue
to an independently administered
fund to support key initiatives.

Over 1000 brands reportedly
confirmed pulling advertising from
Facebook.

May
COVID-19 Rapid Response –
Fast Start Dashboard
Consolidating over a billion data
points, OMD's proprietary Fast
Start Dashboard identifies
changing market signals &
consumer behavior.

Mar-12
First OMD COVID-19 Rapid Response
OECD predicted that COVID-19 would lower
global GDP growth by 0.5% for 2020 (from 2.9%
to 2.4%). 2020 is more likely to finish down 4.4%.

Number of Rapid Responses per month :

Our 60 Rapid Responses helped our clients and teams across over 100 countries to navigate fast moving
changes in the following categories:
COVID-19
Events
Social & Cultural
Product Updates
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Early signs of COVID-19 prompt concerns. We shared
learnings from the early impact of Coronavirus on
media and consumer sentiment in China and other
Asian markets.
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What Consumers Respect From Brands Now

%

January

Oct

of consumers respect
companies that are
donating to support
those in need.

Donated products/
food to people in need
Continue paying their
employees, even if their
companies are dosed
Set up charities
Giving discounts
and deals
Cut the pay of their
CEO/executives

February
We recommended
digital and TV media
shifts to reduce or
eliminate OOH, and
consider corporate
social responsibility.

March

Send a note of concern
to their consumers

OMD delivered the first COVID-19 Rapid Response,
tracking massive changes in consumer behavior,
investment and media consumption across all markets.

Continue business
as usual
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OMG proprietary research “Escapism and Media During Pandemic, Edition 1”
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Data points
established on the
Fast Start Dashboard.

In the last two weeks, American voters’ support for the Black
Lives Matter movement increased almost as much as it had
in the preceding two years

April
OMD designed Act Fast Framework, the first of the Fast
Start Suite of analytical, thought leadership and strategic
products helping clients to respond swiftly and effectively
to the different layers of the crises.

Voters’ net support for
Black Lives Mastter

Support

June
May
We used OMD’s Fast Start Dashboard to track
fluctuating consumer sentiment & behavior and media
investment trends across 40 markets.

Support for civil rights in the US skyrocketed and sparked
protests around the world. The Facebook ads boycott
rapidly reached over 1000 advertisers. OMD developed
the Brand Decision Framework to help align media
investments with brand values and drive OMG’s CASA.

Don’t support

2018

2019

2020

Net support is a measure showing the percent of respondents who supported a policy minus the
percent who said they did not supporting it. Civiqs daily tracking poll of registred voters

115m+

Downloads
TikTok's meteoric rise

Social Networks by Reach and Minutes Spent:

July

As the pandemic shows
signs of diminishing in US
and Europe, it picks up
momentum across South
America. Challenges for
social platforms continue,
as the discussion begins
to evolve beyond hate
speech to encompass
disinformation. We
reported on Twitter’s
crackdown on QAnon, the
far-right wing conspiracy
theory movement.

August

Proactive rate*

The official Facebook
boycott comes to a
close, while brands
continue to struggle
with how to react, as
meaningful progress is
elusive. We put pressure
on publishers by
highlighting violent
content from Boogaloo
groups, which resulted
in action from both
Facebook and Twitter.
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The Fast Start
Dashboard tracked
the plateauing of
case numbers in
many countries, and
the signs of investment
increases across many
industries. Meanwhile,
TikTok becomes the
second largest social
platform by minutes
consumed around
the world.
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83

%

of Republicans believe
that the election was
won fraudulently.

October
Disinformation
narratives intensify
across social media
and fears of violence
around the elections rise.
In response to pressure,
platforms announce
measures to help fight
election and COVID-19
misinformation.
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2020 Media Investment Change Yr/Yr

All eyes turn to the US election. The Fall COVID-19 wave
is in full swing and OMD forecasts a significant further
increase post-holiday, along with associated relative
returns to lockdown patterns of media consumption.
Facebook Conversion Lift measurement and LinkedIn
measurement errors are revealed. OMD led the release
of the 4A’s paper on disinformation.

Total 2020 Media Investment Change Yr/Yr
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December
Vaccine progress exceeds expectation and media
consumption patterns mostly hover between Spring
extremes and Summer plateaus, with signs of media
investment starting to recover.
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Percentage of violating content found and flagged before users reported it (mostly through AI)
Source: Facebook
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Facebook Ramps Up Efforts Against Hate Speech
Pieces of content removed/flagged by Facebook for containing hate speech
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We expect the pace of change in the coming months and years to remain high, and
even continue to accelerate - as will the speed of our advice & recommendation.
As one united team, we will continue to navigate the rapid technological,
social and cultural changes that 2021 will bring.
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